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The Canadian Common CV is a widely used CV template available online. The Tri-Councils all use 
versions of the CCV in their grant applications.  Your CIHR CCV is a specific version created through CCV 
and validated with a CIHR PIN. 
The CIHR CCV is used: 

• By Nominated Principle Applicants to CIHR’s grants 
• By Principle Applicants and Co-applicants to CIHR’s grants 
• By many health-related, Canadian Foundations and Non-Profits in grant applications (SickKids 

Foundation is one example) 
For this reason, it is advisable to have a both a CIHR PIN and an up-to-date CCV account in order to 
create a CIHR CCV, even if you are not planning on applying to a CIHR grant in the near future.  

 
To create a CIHR PIN  

1. Register for a ResearchNet account 
a. To register for an account, go to ResearchNet and select "Register" from the Sign-in box 

on the right hand side of the page.  
b. Fill in and submit the on-line form that appears on your screen.  

2. Once you have submitted this form, your account is created immediately.  
3. Log into your ResearchNet Account 
4. Request a CIHR Pin 

a. Select your name from the top right hand side of the screen 
b. Select "Register for a CIHR PIN" from the drop-down menu 
c. Complete and submit the on-line form that appears on the screen.  

5. You should receive a confirmation e-mail with your CIHR PIN within 24 hours of submitting your 
form.  

a. If it has been longer than 24 hours since you submitted your form and you still have not 
received a confirmation e-mail with your CIHR PIN, please call 1-888-603-4178 or e-mail 
support@cihr-irsc.gc.ca.  

b. Note that when you register for a PIN this way, your PIN has already been validated.  

 
To Create a CIHR CCV 
 In order to be able to submit any completed CIHR CV template, your CIHR PIN needs to be validated in 
your CCV account.  

1. Log into your CCV account;  
2. Select the "PIN/Systems Account" button from the black, horizontal menu bar on top of the 

page.  
3. If your PIN appears:  

a. Click on the pencil to the left of the PIN, then click on "Validate".  
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b. Your PIN is now valid.  
4. If you do not see a PIN:   

a. If there is no PIN in the tab, you will need to "ADD" your PIN. 
b. Select "CIHR" as the agency, and then add your CIHR PIN number in the field named 

"PIN". 
c. Click on "Validate". 
d. You have now added and validated your PIN. 

 
To download a CIHR CV from the CCV system for inclusion in an application package for 
using ResearchNet 

1. From the CV tab, select “Funding.”  
2. Chose “CIHR” as the funding source and select the funding type requested by the agency (i.e. 

CIHR Academic).  
3. Load this version.  
4. Ensure that all sections are up- to-date and accurate using the preview function 
5. Press “Submit” and “I agree.”  
6. Click on the “History” tab at the top of the page.  
7. This will allow you to download a PDF of your CCV to attach to your application package. 
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